Supporting Irish Businesses Preparing for Brexit

With Brexit talks now at crisis point and a future possible trade agreement in doubt most businesses are looking at what new structures they need to put in place to deal with the UK outside of the EU. The worry is that Brexit might happen as early as 29th March 2019 and in this context we are advising businesses to adapt a “no regrets” policy.

We are finding that critical concerns surround the ability of businesses to continue to trade with the UK and the complexities which surround buying and selling in a non-EU market. Distribution chains are going to be seriously affected with businesses who were set up to buy and sell within the Single Market now having to plan to deal with Customs for the first time, incorporate VAT into their contracts and look at the need for having an EU base (for GB/ NI businesses) or a GB/NI base for ROI businesses. HMRC have identified this as a particular issue for businesses who will be lodging Customs Declarations for perhaps the first time.

The difficulty for businesses however is establishing what minimum requirements should be in place should March 2019 happen.

Working with our clients we have identified the following as the key requirements that businesses need assistance with right now:

1. Customs Advice on WTO Rates
2. Assessment of Customs Compliance costs
3. Understanding Border Controls
4. Review of contracts and terms of trade
5. Should you obtain a UK Vat registration? Are you legally obliged to?
6. Should a new company be established in NI or GB?
7. Should you be tax registered in the UK?

Brexit Strategy Analysis
All of the above issues lead into the requirement to complete a Brexit Analysis report, analyse the costs associated with trading post Brexit and identify and prioritise the means for reducing these costs.

Support with Grant and Loan applications for Brexit planning.
Identifying the key risk areas, establishing a time line to ensure you have all necessary authorisations in place and implementing the required solutions to Brexit Proof against a worst case March 2019 exit can be complex and time consuming. There are a number of grants and loans available from Government Bodies, Support Agencies and the Banks. We can guide you through this process to ensure you can defray some of the costs involved in planning, innovating and continuing to sell in the UK market.

We would advise that as most restructuring and planning requires a minimum 6 month lead- in this work needs to be carried out now to be prepared for a worst case scenario of a UK deadline of March 2019.
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